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The News

Campus Briefly

As.c;lstant News Editor: Crystal Akers
Phone; 809-4·168

August 20, 2010

This week
Today

Saturday

Sunday

Monday

•8 ,a.m. CJ.EP t~ts; Ordway Hall
room 100
•9 a.m. Concert Choir auditions;
Pr,ice Doyle Fine Arts Center room

•9 a.m. Summer Wildflower E}ccurcsion V.an Tour, Land Between the
Lakes Goll,i.en Pond Visitor Center,

•11 a.m. The journey Church; Curtis
Center Ballroom
•8 p.m. Murray State Alliance m.eet~
ing; Currls Qenter Ohio Room

•1 ~ Emei'Jing IMder8
for freshaleJl; Currl,s Ceuter t®Qlln.
Cent~r for Student lnvolveQ'lentt
free
•5 p.m. RCA; CurriS Center Ohio

528
•1 p.m. Emerging Leaders program
, for freshmen; Currls Center room ill
Center for Student Involvement,
free
•6 p.m. International Game Night
Mixer; Welltiess Center, free
•7:30 p.m. "District 9"; Curris Center
Cinema International, free

Tuesday

$4
•1 p.m. Emerging l.caders program
for freshmen; Curris Center room lll
Center for Student Involvement,

free
•7:30 p.m. "l)i.-;trict 9"; Curris Center
Cinema International, free

File l'tloto

Wednesday

Thursday

August 19-21

•l p.m. Emerging Leaders program for

•3 p.m. Center ofStudetl.t Involvement

freshmen: Curris Center room lll Cen·
ter for Student ln\·olvcment, free
•S p.m. SGA; Curris Center Ohio
Room: open to the publit
~ p.m. Departement or Theater audi·
tions for fall productions; Robert E.
Johnson Thc:atre

open house; Curris Center of Student
Involvement
•4 p.m. Racer W,titing Center Grand
Opening; Waterfield Llbrm
•6:30 p.m. Women's Center J'(eseots:
90 years later: Was ~ng the vote
enough?; Mason Hall Auditorium, free
•7:30 p.m. ·~A Prophet": Curris Center
Cinema international, free
•9 p.m. Murray State Rowing interest
meeting: Cur.r is Center Rocking Chair
Lounge

1:02 a.m. A caller from the Old
fine Arts Building was unable
to locate an individual. Offi·
cer were notified and located
the individual. Everything
appeared normal.
6:58 p.m. Public Safety
received an activation of a
Hester College elevator call
button. The occupant was
stuck between floors. Central
Plant reset the elevator and
got the individual off on the
sixth tloor. Central Plant
repain•d the elevator.
8:18p.m. A caller from Hester
College reported an elevator
malfunctioning. Central Plant
was notilied.

Augustl3
8:04

p.m.

Public

Safety

received an activation of a
Roy Stewart Stadium elevator
call bulton. Five individu.!ls
were stuck between floors.

sic; Cutchin Field

Room; open to. the publiC

freshmen; Curris Center .r oom U1 Center for Student Involvement, free
•S p.m. CAB mcetjng; Curris Center
Tennessee Room: open to the public
•6:30 p.m. Murray State Tennis Club;
Purcell Tennis Court~ open to all
interested parties
•7 p.m. "l.ascrmani:t'' laser light sht)W;
Golden Pond Planetarium, $5
•8:30 p.m. •off the Wall'' laser light
sh(>W: Golden Pond Planetarium, $5

August12

•AuluJC 'r1 Women's Soccer MSU Clas-

116 p.m. lFC Rwib Kick""()ff; .Q§aad

•1 p.m. Emerging Leaders program for

·Police Beat

'fOil'*!

Comlno Up

Office~:s were notified and the
occupants were safely off the
elevator on officer arrival.
Central Plan~ n•paired the
elevator.
8:57 p.m. A caller from the
1000 block of College Courts
reported a resident burning
candles. Officers and Murray
Fire Department responded.
The fire marshal was also
notitit!d.
10:32 p.m. A caller reported a
reckless driver in tht! Roy
Stewart Stadium parking Jot.
Officers were notified. The
vehicle was gone on officer
arrival.

August 14
5:46 p.m. A caller reported an
individual walking down the
middle of College Farm Road
near the Five Star gas station.
Murray Police Department
was notified.
7:34 p:.m.. An officer requt·stcd
contact with the Lee Clark
College front desk concerning
a red Jeep parked on the sidewalk ~hat needed to be

moved. An individual at the
front desk was notilicd.
8:38 ,p.m. An officer issued a
verbal warning for careless
driving to a driver ou S. 13th
Street.

August IS
1:27 p.m. A caller from White
College requested to speak
with an officer concerning a
theft. An officer took a report
for theft by unlawfl.ll taking
under $500.
7:33 p.m. A caller reported an
individual riding a motorized
bicycle through campus. Officers made contact with the
individual and informed him
not to rkk through campus.
The individual complied.
10:25 p.m. A caller from Hart
College reported the smell of
marijuana on the third floor.
Officers checked the floor
and found no evidence of any
substance.

Augustl6
3:02 a.m. A caller reported

individuals sitting

<lll

top of

•7:30 p.m. ''District 9"; Curris Center Cinema International, free

If you would like an
event to appear in the
This Week section, fil l
out a form in The Murray
State News office at lll
W ilson Hall, fax to 8093175 or e-mail information
ro thenews@murraystate.
edu.
Please submit events
by noon on Wednesdays.
W e cannot guarantee all
items received will be
published.

Photo courtesy of deviantart.com

Hester College. Officers and
Central Plant were notified.
The individuals were gone on
officer arrival. Central Plant
secured the door.
9'35 p.m. A caller from Hart
College reported a refrigerator stolen from her room. An
officer took a report for theft
by unlawful taking under
$500.
10:15 p.m. A caller from
Springer College reported a
call box making an noise.
Racer Patrol checked the box
and reported it was working
properly.

Augustl2
2:21p.m. A caller: from Waterfield Library reported an individual swinging balls on a
strm&. The caller was concerned about the safety of oth..

ers. The individual was gone on
-.ftker arrival.

theft by unlawful taking
under $500.
5:29 p.m. An officer notified
Public Safety about two individuals having an altercation
at White College. An officer
separated the individuals and
took a report.

Augustl7
10:07 a.m. A caller reported
found property at Roy Stewart Stadium. The property
was logged and stored at Public Safety in the lost and
found.
U;SI a.m. A caller from James
Richmond College requested
to speak to an officer concerning items missing from a
room. An officer spoke to the
caller and took a report for

Augustl8
11:55 a.m. An officer reported
an individual looking for his
vehicle in the RSEC parking
lot. The officer assisted the
individual in locating it.
1:58 p.m. A caller from the
Curris Center reported an
individual causing a distur·

bancc. Officers spoke with the
individual.
2:25 p.m. An individual
reported items stolen from
his vehicle in the Roy Stewart
Stadium parking lot. An officer took a report for theft by
unlawful taking under $500.
Motorist assists - 0
Racer escorts - 0
Arrests- 0

Assistant

N ews
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THE EASIEST

7
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MATH YOU'LL DO
THIS SEMESTER.
Show your school-issued Student IDfor 100/o ott• your qualifying purchase.
You'll find smart deals on the hottest brands of mobile phones, digital cameras,
MP3 players, computer accessories and more.

$8~

$ t .tJoo
(3) 16"-U~D T9'PIN6S
(l)""t2 -(3) TOPPIN6~Jf
11

2 TOPPING PERSONAC' CALZONE

PWSD~

OFF

SELECT PRODUC1S

wmtlOUR S1'UIIENT llr

tttro

Editor

Crystal Akers compiles Police
Beat with materials providt>d
by Public Safety. Not all dispatched calls arc listed.

.00
$24.00
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on ~ratu ations
To the following faculty who received promotion and/or tenure in 2010.

Tenure

Promotion to Professor
Steve l~acewell
Chhanda Islam
Jo Robertson
David Kraemer
Tracey Wortham
Nicole Hand
Robert Pervine

Economics and Finance
Early Childhood and Elementary Education
Early Childhood and Elementary Education
Occupational Safety and Health
Occupational Safety and Health
Art and Design
Mathematics and Statistics

Narine Badasyan
Kala Chakradhar
John Utgaard
Jeff Osborne
Eric Swisher
Kate He

Economics and Finance
Social Work, Criminal Justice and Gerontology
Art and Design
English and Philosophy
Music
Biological Sciences

Promotion to Associate Professor
Solomon Antony
Computer Science and Information Systems
Narine Badasyan
Economics and Finance
Art and Design
John Utgaard
English and Philosophy
Jeff Osborne
Eric Swisher
Music
Lissa Graham
Theatre
Kate He
Biological Sciences
Bill Dewess
Animal HcaJtb Technology and Pre-Veterinary Medicine

'·

ecome
To the following faculty who are joining Murray State University Fall 201 o·.

CoUege of Business
Elizabeth Thomas
Stefan Linnhoff
Greg Wurth

College of Science, Engineering and Technology

Journalism & Mass Communications
Management, Marketing & Business Administration
Organizational Communication

College of Education
Carrie Howell
Brandi King
Mi-Hwa Park
Margaret Crittenden
Samir Patel

'Early Childhood & Elementary Education
Early Childhood & Elementary Education
Early Childhood & Elementary Education
Educational Studies, Leadership & Counseling
Educational Studies, Leadership & Counseling

College of Health Sciences and Human Services
Daniel Hepworth
Jason Campbell
Heather Payne-Emerson

Michelle Given
Art & Design
Art & Design
Katie Hudnall
English & Philosophy
Martin Roper
Government, Law & International Affairs
Ihsan Alkbatib
Government, Law & lntemational Affairs
Choong-Nam Kang
Christopher Purser Government, Law & International Affairs/Sociology
Angela Wu
Music
Dale Owens
Psychology
Theatre
Justin Walsh

Chemistry
Geosciences
Geosciences
Industrial & Engineering Technology
Industrial & Engineering Technology
Mathmatics & Statistice
Mathmatics & Statistics
Mathmatics & Statistics

School of Agriculture
Claes Helmers
Daniel Pugh
Alyx Shultz

Agricultural Science
Animal & Equine Science
Animal & Equine Science

Social Work. Criminal Justice & Gerontology
·
Wellness & Therapeutic Sciences
WeJiness & Therapeutic Sciences

College of Humanities and Fine Arts

--

Kevin Miller
Amanda Keen-Zebert
Charles Yorke
Dustin Crouch
Kevin Perry
Christopher Austin
Michael Siebold
Mark Wilkins

School of Nursing
Virginia Grider
Marie Wallace

Nursing
Nursing

University Libraries
Dieter Ullrich
Caitlin Bagley
Katherine Farmer

Special Collections
Reference
Reference

Dr. Randy Dunn and the University administration extend best wishes to all of
the MSU faculty for a su~cessful academic year.
...

..
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Opinion Editor: Casey Bradley

Phone: 809-5873

Our view

Students provide tools
for a greener future

Residents work to be green

The staff editorial is the
majority opinion of the editorial board of The Murray State
News.

living. Motivated students are
working with campus residents to achieve habits that
will make parents proud.
The efforts of Murray State
U pon returning to the students, paying attention to
University campus this semes- electricity usage and the conter, students found a notice- servation of water, will affect
able change ~n their regular generations to come.
Even if the impact is not
dining experience.
Winslow decided to forgo apparent during the years
trays in an effort to not .only spent attending the Universicut back financially but also to ty, the groundwork will still be
decrease the use of water,
there and awareness is brickwork toward the final destinachemicals and food waste.
New and returning students tion.
will notice, though, the UniThe time is ripe for changes.
versity is not alone in their The University continues
efforts of working toward a working toward better solugreener future.
tions to issues on campus
Having ended the past every semester, so why
semester urging students to shouldn't the students also be
working toward the same
follow the example of the University and take steps toward goal? By reducing energy and
being green, the Campus water usage, the University
Green Living Project is exact- will benefit and when the Unily what the student body versity gains, so do the stuneeds to be working toward.
dents who attend.
In the beginning, changes
As of now, the CGLP is a student run effort to instill good will not be apparent. Just like
habits that will stick with stu- conditioning your physical
dents and improve their life in health, progress in the CGLP
the long run.
will take time to show growth.
Students are being provided
.We live in a generation that
with the information and tips
thrives on instant gratification
that can cause a positive and this becomes a problem
impact. The project·is'also set- . ·with projects that require time
ting up a. bit of competition to show 'ftuit\on. If you put in
'j, •
between the residential col- the effort to make the change.
leges, tallying up each dormi- eventually results will become
tory's energy and water usage apparent.
for monthly rankings.
Parents constantly preach
While there is nothing more patience is a virtue. In order to
liberating than procuring an achieve great and beneficial
apartment after years spent on change, one must recognize
campus, the competitive worthwhile change is not
aspect of the CGLP makes one instant and is most certainly
yearn for their days of dorm worth the wait.

IIIII do you thi1k •••

What are you looking forward to
Ibis semester?
''I'm looking forward to meeting new
people and broadening my horizons."
Tessa Breedlove • Henderson, Ky.
junior

"Spending my semester as a Hart
College 4th floor RA.''

Lucas Porter • Philpot( Ky.
junior

"Just a fun tlme, good memories to
leave with."

Art department offers educational experience
As a
candidate for
the new
Director
of University
G a 1 leries, I
arrived
Mary
i
n
VanWassenhove southGallery Director west
Kentucky expecting to find
abundance in the landscape.
I did not expect to find
such an abundance of
resources in the art department at a small-town,
regional university.
Yet, abundance is exactly
what I found. As an outsider at the time, what
struck me most about the
College of Humanities and
Fine Art and the Department of Art and Design was
the sheer volume and plentitude of its programs.

I am fortunate to have

had the opportunity to
practice art at the biggest
research university in the
nation, Ohio State, and
have spent time studying at
one the smallest and finest
academies, I have never
seen resources and such an
abundance of tools and
programs in an undergraduate program of art, until I
came to the Department of
Art at Murray State.
Given this, I balk when I
hear people say there is
"nothing to do here,"
because it simply is not
true.
Within the College of
Humanities and Fine Arts
alone countless programs
are hosted each week, from
exhibition openings to literary readings even music
recitals and these events
are free and open to everyone in our community.
As a case in point to support my claim, there is
indeed plenty to do in Mur-

ray, the University Art Galleries is hosting a wonderful exhibition series which
focuses on a variety of content, from the historical significance and current
achievements
of
the
Department of Art and
Design; to understanding
art as social practice,
through
community
involvement; to showcasing
the endless economic possibilities that exist for
young and emerging professional artists; to exhibitions that contrast traditional and emerging technological practices of making art.
I invite you to visit us on
the 6th floor of Price Doyle
Fine Arts Building and
come to Curris Gallery on
the first floor of the Curris
Center to experience and
learn about the historical
and cultural significance of
classic and contemporary
art.
I hope to see you there!

Have an opinion?
511111 .. 11111 Commentaries are limited to 600

words, letters limited to 300. fill the pages of the
Opinion section with your vo1ce.

Ellza.beth Moore • Padu<:ah
semor

l
Derf'k Mifler/The

Campus voice

Nf'W$

s.nd ~ end letters br noon on Tuesday of Hdl Wllk vii t1MII or thlneW$.MV

Write to us!

The News!
2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071·3301
E·mail; th~news@murraystate.edu
Fax: 809·3175
thenews.orq

Elizabeth Johnson
Editor·in·Chlef • 809-68n
Nick Reside
Hannah Hamilton
News Editor • 809·4468
Chief Copy Editor • 809·5876
Casey Bradley
. Shannon Stafford
Opinion Editor • 809·5873
Advertising Manager • 809·4478
Charlotte Kyle
Kyle Sirls
Features Editor • 809·5871
Production Manager • 809·5874
Jordie Oetken
Greg Waddell
Photography
Editor • 809·5878 •
Sports Editor • 809·4481
Joe
Hedges
Elijah Phillips
Adviser • 809·2998
Online Editor • 809·5877

fliPNewswelcomes commentanes and M ters to the editor. Letters should be 300 words or res~. Contributors should lntlude
phonenumbers lor ver ification. Please lnclud~ hometown, ~lasslricalton and tllle or retaUonshlp to Ihe University. Commentanes
should be limited to bOO words. TileNewsreserves Ihe riqhl to edll for slvte, length and content No dnonvmousconrnbu!tons wrl!
be accepted. All contnbuttons should be turned in by noon on Tuesday cl each week via~ mail or thenews.orQ.

From the rront: (Header lrom left) Soccer photo courtesy of Nate Brelsford/ The News: Poster photo courtesy
ol Derek Miller/The News. (footer from left) Video still courtesy of Ell Phillips/The News; News graphic courtesy
ol Chns Phillips/The News. mltgshot courtesy of Mary VanWassenhove; review photo courtesy of allmoviepho·
to.com; weather graphiCS courtesy of Chris Phillips/ The News: weather information courtesy of weather.com.
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Till News is l)lepared and !cltled by students and IS ao olfidat pubfication of Murray Stale Univei'Sity. The hr5l copy is free Additionaltopies are ~vallable tor 25 cents at 111 Wilson Hall
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Net Neutrality faces
possible changes
Earlier
this month,
Google and
Vcrizon
announced
plans for a
tieredInternet
and almost
Cody Arant
i m m e d iAssistant Features
ately the
Editor
entire
internet flipped out simultaneously.
The thing is, there is definitely good reasons for this
pant-crapping terror.
There's this little thing
called Net Neutrality at
stake. Net Neutrality is a
very broad and vaguelydefined concept that means
different things to different
people. However, there are
certain parts widely accepted.
At its most basic, Net Neutrality asserts that if two
Internet users are paying for
the same level of access to
the Internet. then they
should be able to connect to
each other at the same level,
according to Wikipedia's
definition of Net Neutrality.
This essentially means
when you pay for access to
the Internet you access the
entirety of the Internet the
same. Wilh the proposed
"tiered-Internet," access to
the internet would no longer
work in this manner.J On the
other end, the 'I nternet Service Provider, like Verizon,
would have at least two
"lanes" for the Internet. One
would be a fast or premium
lane.
Companies would pay the
ISP to put their web content
in the fast lane. This would
mean faster load times and
smoother operation. Other
companies would be in the

Silly style, you will
not claim me

basic lane, which would
mean those pages would take
longer to load and perhaps
would run less efficiently.
One problem with this is
the state·of smaller websites.
eileen to - Ma.tej Kren's art
Giant companies, such as
installation, a
YouTube which is owned by
tower
com·
Google, would be fine.
prised
of
Smaller companies like
stacked books
and mirros. Way
Vimeo which offer similar
to use recycled
services would be unable to
materials.
Kren.
compete.
Aurrother big problem
would be selective throttling
or slowing access to certain
websites, with which Verizan has already experienced
issues. In February of this
year, Verizon admitted to 1 Campus coffee shop
explicitly throttling the web- replaces Sugarcube
site 4chan.org.
in Curris Center
This was a particularly
egregious offense because
At Murray State University, the
4chan.org was throttled after Curris Center was intended to be
Verizon disagreed with its known as the "living room" of the
content. which in every way ; campus.
It is a place where students,
spat in the face of Net Neu- 1 staff,
faculty and visitors can
trality.
come to get away from the stressThe potential also exists es of the day.
It houses a dining hall, a bookfor abuse against competistore,
the offices of MSU Dining
tors. For instance, Verizon
Services, and most recently, the
could put their own content addition of the Offices of Recruitin the premium category but ment.
It's like your living room. with a
keep Comcast in the basic
few
extra amenities.
category, thereby ensuring
Like
most students, I frequent
that Comcast's content did- the Curris
Center daily. I work in
n't operate at the same level the Curris Center, I buy books in
as their own.
the Curris Center and I someThe best hope for the pro- times sleep in the Curris Center.
If you've been here for at least a
tection of Net Neutrality is
year, you probably remember the
~e Federal Communications
Sugarcube. More than likely. you
Commission, or FCC. THe stopped by to "get a donut in
FCC is currently attempting between classes or maybe a pretto reclassify the Internet, zel with nacho cheese.
Either way, it was a permanent
allowing them to redefine 1 staple
in the Curris Center. Howthe way they regulate it.
ever, things have changed.
This is a promising move
If you live in Hart. I'm sure
you've
discovered Thoroughfor proponents of Net NeuCafe.
brewed
trality. The current FCC has
They proudly brew Starbucks
worked to clearly define Net coffee and offer a variety of food
Neutrality and has already items ranging from sugar coated
adopted several policies bear claws to bagels.
The Curris Center is now home
aimed at protecting the conto
a brand new Thoroughbrewed
cept.
1
Cafe. I spoke to the Director of

Every person
remembers
the
ridiculous crazes
that plagued their
high school hall-_
ways and neigh'- ·
borhood blocks. ·
Each area is differ_ _ _......__ _ ent, what one

Casey Bradley county

Jeers to -

Rkty

Martin and er,.tal Alien leavilla
The News. You
will be misted
terribly.

!

letters ·letters ·letters
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Dining Services, Mr. Richard
Fritz. and he said, "Thoroughbrewed Cafe maximizes the usefulness of the area and we are
now offering the customers products and services that were not
offered previously in the building."

My advice is to defmitely check
out the newest addition of the
Curris Center. The service there
is very friendly. I recommend a
caramel creamice.
Simply put, a creamice Is a
(blended coffee) with a different
name. Whatever you call it, it'll
be worth the extra walk to the
Curris Center.
Specifically. Regents College
Residents no longer have the luxury of Starbucks coffee brewing
in their downstairs lobby, so
they'll have to leave the comfort
of their residential college to
enjoy the Starbucks specialty
drinks.
The location of Thoroughbrewed Cafe is great.
The Curris Center provides a
bright. open: welComing and
bustling environment.
It's like a high priced coffee
shop atmosphere, without the
high prices (flex anyone?).
However, don't take my word
for it, .I 'm biased. I love Murray
State and I love iced or frozen coffee.
Check it out and tell them Cornelius sent you.
Cornelius johnson,
junior,
Greenville. Ky.

Send us your
letters via e-mail
or thenews.org

finds
absolutely
unbearable to live
without, another
will completely ignore.
While putting in my time as a high
school student, I participated in my
fair share of fashion fads. There were
pastel colored sports watches (which
no one outside of my school has ever
heard of. it seems). popular name
brand shoes (Chuck Taylors, I love
you so) and an assortment of accessories. The most common of the fads.
though, were black rubber bracelets.
Needless to say, I had oodles of these
cheap bands. My day was not complete without all fifteen around my
wrist.
More than one excuse for the popularity of these cheap accessories
circulated classrooms. Whatever the
reason, half of the student body,
including myself, could be found
sporting at least one bracelet to
twenty or thirty, crowding their
teenage wrists and cutting off circulation as well as sunlight.
Years later, as my futh year begins
at Murray State, 1 find that bracelets
are once again grasping the attention
and adoration of the younger generation as well as my fellow students (it
would seem the past has decided to
pay a visit).
Instead of simple black bracelets '
gracing the wrists of males and
females alike, though, I have noticed
soft rubber bracelets in multiple colors adorned by people of all ages.
Not only are they colorful, but they
are also in aAAorted shapes. From animals to commor{ symbols, these
l
I U •'
1
bracelets are
eve~here.
Call me a traditionalist, but I cannot fathom ever willingly wearing a
piece of rubber in the shape of a
Boston terrier or a dollar symbol
around my wrist. Sure, I still have a
few of my black bracelets lying ..
around in boxes of old jewelry, but I
just do not understand the appeal of
these new bands.
To· me, they're not aesthetically
appealing to begin with and even less
so when worn. And yet, walk down
the street or across campus and
you'll see at the very least a handful
of people sporting these silly rubber
shapes.
Even though I will not be caught
wearing an animal-shaped band anytime soon, I do have to give a pat on
the back to the person that thought of
this inexpensive collectible. Camp
counselors can curry favor with
campers, parents can treat their chil·
dren and girls can afford to fill their
jewelry boxes with the most recent
bracelet craze.
It would seem that shaped rubber
bracelets, no matter how ridiculous I
flnd them, have a place in this world,
even if that place does not happen to
be upon my wrist,
. .
.
Opmlon Editor

1

Song oftbe week: "Comfortable Up
Here"
The Hood Internet-

Check it!
• The New~ Facebook opinion forum:
Share your thoughts about articles,
current events or campus happenings.

By The Numbers is now
exclusively online at
thenews.org

What are
your
semester
goals?

Run am uk

by Trcvin Holder

Contact Bradley at casey. bradley@
m urraystate.edu
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Students arrive on Campus
Over the weekend, new and returning students moved into the residential colleges before the onset of the new academic year. Monday through Wednesday, freshmen
celebrated Great Beginnings across campus. The News was there to capture the action.

NateB

Ray Guthrie and Heath Hoffman. freshmen from Paducah, carry bags and
compartments mto their room.

Weston Hosford, sophomore from Paducah. moves into Elizabeth Residential College during returning student move-in Saturday.

'
Nail' t:Hf'l~rorCJ/

Jake Thiede. freshm·an from Murray, carries an appliance mto his dorm.

Derek Miller/lhe News

Students browse the poster sale in the Curris Center while College Repub·
ficaos recruit new students.

Students gather around a speaker at the Elizabeth College amphitheater during Great Beginnings after moving in over the weekend.

Safon It

RUSH IX

"Men join fraternities. Leaders of men join Sigma Chi. ''
-John Wayne

Sigma Chi Fall Rush -:August 23-30, 2010
23
24

25
26
27
28

Salon I
1006 Chesblut Street

153.1132

WIIIIISIID
30

IFC Kidtoff
6-8 p.m.
MSU Quad
Meet the Brothers CookoMt 6-8'p ..n.
Sigma Ch.i House
WluJI is Sigm4 Chi
6-7:30 p.m.
Sigma Chi .House
S/cQte Night
10 p.m.-Midnight
Circus Skate
Meet at the Sigma Chi House .at 9:30 p.m.
Sullivan's Par 3
Pull-Putt/Golf
5--6:30 p.m.
Smolctr (invitalwn tJni,)
Maple Center
Meet at the Sigma Chi House at 6:15 p.m.
Formal Bid Session
4 p.m. Steps of Loven Auditorium
For questions or rides call:

Anthony Kelley

502-424-0930
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The News

Sports Editor: Greg Waddell
Ass.lstaut Sports Editor: Ricky Martin
Phone: 809-4481

Dusting off old memories
Bobby
Thomson
passed away this week.
As I was sitting in my
Baltimore hotel room
when the news came
across the bottom line, I
couldn't help but think
about the great walkoffs in baseball history.
I still think there's no
more exciting ending in
sports than a walk-off Assistant Sports
home run. Penalty kicks
Editor
in soccer are close, and the Hall Mary is certainly great when it works.
Regardless, the ''shot heard 'round the
world" still stands as one of the most
thrilling conclusions, even when thinking
outside of sports.
Unfortunately for you, my readers, this
week's column will bring you nothing close
to a jolt of exhilaration like illustrious walkoff.
As I sit in that same Baltimore hotel
room, the one in which l first learned of
Thomson's passing, I bring you my final
thoughts, in what will serve as my concluding column for the Murray State News.
Prior to the end of last semester, 1 accepted an internship with Dugout Media and
Baseball Youth Magazine for the summer.
My obligation to the company extends until
Sunday so not even having stepped foot
back on campus, I bring you my goodbye.
Over the last three months, I've been
traveling up and down the East coast
pulling a 24-foot trailer with a 2010 Chevy
Silverado named Gladys. Along the way I've
had adventures to say the least.
I met a metal artist named Happy in Pensacola, Fla., I made the Jumbotron at Tropicana Field in Tampa and I caught a Yankees
versus Red Sox game in the Bronx. I caught
a Braves versus Nats game in our nation's
capitol, wrecked the trailer twice and hit
Cooperstown for a visit to the Baseball Hall
of Fame. 1 saw my fraternity brothers in
Louisville, my parents in Southaven, Miss.•
and Gladys got broken into in Memphis.
But maybe the most exciting thing that
happened to me this summer, is the reason
I'm writing to you for the final time. I have
accepted the assistant sports editor position
with Murray's daily newspaper, 1ite Murr~cr and Times, thus m
y d~s
wlth ":rbe Murray Sc~ce News numbered.
But I have full faith The News could not lie
in better hands.
• It's going to be difficult walking out of lll
Wilson Hall for the final time. The good
news is, I'll be taking much more with me
than just my Ghipper Jones bobble head and
a Michigan State pencil holder. I have made
best friends, great memories and a whole
heap ofpeople mad along the way.
So the only thing I can think :t o do with
my remaining space here on 1B, is tell
everyone how thankful I am. Ifl hadn't been
surrounded by phenomenal writers and
friends for the past two years, who knows
where I would be. It's their hard work that
has made my job so much easier, and probably what has allowed me to grow so much
in my time here.
So Joe, thanks for being more than just
my academic adviser. You've helped me
with difficult decisions since I stepped on
campus as a freshman more than half a
decade ago (sounds like an awful long time
when I say it like that), and I'll always
appreciate your patience when I call you
the day before school starts every semester
because I had yet to register for classes.
EJ, editor-in-chief was made for you, and
I could think of no one more prepared and
talented than you to handle the job (except
for Greg). But seriously, your hard work
from the time you and 1 were both sports
writers, all the way till now, has never
wavered, and I will always respect the way
you've handled every obstacle. God only
knows Greg and I didn't make it easy,
Greg, you're one of my best friends. and I
know the sports section is heading the right
direction with you at the helm. You've
helped me grow into a better person. and
that is the utmost compliment l can give
you. Luckily, I'll still get to house you in
tennis on Tuesday nights, but I honestly
couldn't ask for a better friend and mentor.
I'll say our partition plans arc merely on
hold right now.
Hanners, .l know by the time you read this
line you will have already used ·t hat pink
pen of yours fifty times to correct this column and make it perfect by the time the rest
of the university reads it. Thanks for that:
The News is lucky to have a great copy editor behind the scenes like you.
Jordie, the rest of the staff can't hang. Eli,
you da'man. Orville, you arc too. Chris,
your beard makes me jealous. Charlotte and
Cody, thanks for never letting me sec a bad
movie or hear a bad song. And last but not
least, Kyra, please take care of Greg, and if
the testosterone kicks up too high, don't be
afraid to bring it down a notch.
To everyone else at The News, thank you
for making our paper a great one.
I will always remember my times with
The Murray State News, and will always
the be greatest advocate of the IGlcer Kiss
Cam_
Contact Martin at richard.martin@
murraystate.edu.

Soccer picked No.I in OVC

Women look to defend OVC
crown behind seven seniors
Greg Waddell
Sports Editor

File photo

Senior Rachellon9Jey prepares to clear the ball In a oame acJainst Evansville last season.

After last season's surprise finale concluded with a heart·
breaking 2-0 loss at the hands of Virginia Tech in the NCAA
tournament, expectations are high as the Racers take the
field against BcJlarmine today.
Head Coach Beth Acreman said the pressure isn't a bad
thing, though, as the players have expected more of themselves.
"It's always flattering (to be voted No. l) but to be honest,
preseason ranking is only on a piece of paper," Acremao said.
"There is a lot that happens during the season. The girls
obviously know that we were the No. 1 pick but I've told
them that but that means nothing until we play our conference games.
"Whenever (you do well) you want it again. It's not an
unhealthy pressure they've put on themselves but they're
very motivated to do that again. We're working hard _but
the girls are pretty motivated to be successful again this season."
With a large turnover from last season. the burden looks to
be spread evenly across the team. Acreman did applaud the
senior efforts to this point, though.
"We've got a great group of seven seniors that are doing a
brilliant job at leading this team and we've got five players
that I feel have done really well in preseason," Acreman said.
"They're really learning the style of play that we want to. As
a whole, the whole group has come together quickly."
As far as the team's calling card, she noted that ball control
will again b~ a strength the team looks to capitalize on during the season.
"I've always tried to coach good possession," Acreman
said. "I've always recruited players that are very technical .s o
that helps the way we play. We play possession style. We
don't play too direct. Our strength is the ability to make the
ball do the work."
The alumni game last Saturday, which was cut short due to
rain, provided a good experience for the incoming players,
Acreman said, as it showed what preceded them and how
they must buy in to have similar success.
"It's good that they see the history that's here now for our
soccer program and having the alumni come back is always a
great exp~rience," Acreman said.
But the opener is just the first step in a potential return to
the NCAAs, as the players have little time to dwell on it.
After their game today, the Racers immediately hit the road
traveling west to St. Louis where they wm play the BUlikens
Sunday.
Contact Waddell at greggry.waddell@murraystate.edu.
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ENTERTAINMENT

MIRANDA LAMBERT FEAT. ERIC CHURCH JASON MRAZ
RICHARD BUCKNER STEVEN CURTIS CHAPMAN
TNA WRESTLING DANNY GOKEY
SESAME STREET LIVE MUCH MUCH MORE!
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Tennis looks to grow in fall season
D ylan Stinson
Contributing writer
The men's and women's tennis teams have begun fall workouts in preparation for upcoming tournaments.
The women's team is competing in five tournaments over
the course of [WO months, traveling to larger universities such
as Indiana and Tennessee, Head Coach Connie Keasling said.
Coach Keasling said she has big,plans for her team going into
this season.
"If we win our conference, then we get to go to the NCAA
tournament," Keasling said. "So I want the players to have an
opportunity to play at a tournament at lndiana and Tennessee,
so if we win they'll get to see what the NCAA competition will
look like."
She also said she has three returning players in seniors Alexis Webb, Lindsey Wiseman, and junior Cassidy Cunitz able to
compete at the highest level of collegiate tennis, as well as one
of the top six players voted on by the coaches last year in the
conference in sophomore Ashley Canty.
Not only will the Racers be playing larger schools, but will
also be competing in tournaments at Belmont, Middle Tennessee State and Austin Peay State where they will see OVC
teams they will face in the fall.

The men's team will compete in three tournaments this fall
at Louisville, APSU and the Murray State Invitational, which
they will host.
Head Coach Mel Purcell said he wants to use this season as
a building process for the spring season. He also said he wants
to use this season to experiment with cer tain players and try
out new ideas for doubles matches.
"In the fall, our matches don't really count toward our schedule, but they count for the playing matches,'' Purcell said. "You
just try to get -a lot of good individual play and doubles play.
I've got one good doubles team from last year coming back, so
that's another thing it gives you in the fall, you can experiment
with different doubles combinations. The fall is just really
meant for my guys to get some individual and doubles play,
and hopefully keep them in shape and get them ready for the
spring."
One.advantage the Racers have over other teams is experience. They are returning all but two players from their 2009-10
season, which includes what Purcell calls his "No. 1 player'' in
senior Ben Clos. The Racers also add one new player to their
roster, Arthur Valle.
"He (Valle) will be a good kid coming and filling in," Purcell
said.
Contact Stinson at dylan.stinson@murraystate.edu.

Jordie OMkenfTht' N~ws

Senior lindsey Wiseman serves during a match last season.

ace
Greg Waddell

Drew Hursey

Sports Editor

Senior, O'Fallon, ill.

1 have a couple of reasons why FIFA needs
to get rid of ties. The biggest one being that
after watchlng 90+ minutes of soccer, I want to
see a winner and loser.
Nothing is more frustrating and unfulfllling
than seeing both teams give everything they
have, only to walk away with nothing. Given
the competitive nature of international soccer,
I'm actually surprised this hasn't been ellscussed sooner. People live. breathe and even
die for the game and to think the players are
content walking away with a handshake and
the occasional j~rsey is ludicrous to me.
These pl.ayers are paid millions of euros to
entertain people and be the best and as American sports stars have shown. being the best
almost requires bordering the line between
cocky and confident. To be the top dog, many
times you have to step over everyone else in
the way. If not, you fade into the crowd.
Tdigress though. My next point hits more of
a nerve in my book as we, as Americans, have
experienced something similar. The BCS has
told us time and again that by not having a
playoff in college football, the games mean so
much more because every game counts. By
having bowl games, they argue, it almost
forces you to win every game to compete for a
national championship which breeds more

exciting football. Instead of being able to rest
starters in the final weeks like the NFL does,
the best players compete because a spot is not
guaranteed.
Soccer is similar, especially in a tournament
setting like the World Cup. Take the BrazilPortugal, game for
example. When the
two teams played it
didn't matter who won
because both teams
would advance anyway. This does a great
injustice in my opinion
because it breeds a
brand of soccer no one
wants to watch.
It reminds me of
four comers in basketball. The goal of the
game shifts from trying
to win to trying to survive. It does a great
disservice to lhe sport
and makes the beautiful game a little less beautiful.
It can be argued that there is nothing more
exciting than a shootout, as six players stand
alone with the weight of their countries on
their shoulders. With the World Cup occurring only once every four years, my heart may
not be able to stand the pressure packed games
sure to follow but I can't wait. Imagine a game
in which every second counts, and the difference between the thrill of victory and agony of
defeat rests on U shots on goaL That is a game
I would watch.

"Should FIFA
do away
with ties in
soccer?"
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Specialty Shops
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The most popular sports in America have some
sort of overtime: football, baseball, basketball and
hockey. Then, there is soccer.
Soccer is a sport on its own little sports-island
in America. We, as Americans, hate the idea that
after hours of battling another teain there can be
no winner; it makes no
sense to us. For three years
and eleven months, the
majority of our country
rebels against this sport.
Then for one month. the
nation becomes captivated
by the World Cup. Whu
can forget Landon Dono·
van's goal versus Algeria
with a minute len in the
last game of th<.> group
stage? Legitimately, his
goal has now become the
most famous goal in the
history of American soccer.
but people have forgotten
exactly how the Americans
found themselves in the
position to move to the next round. ln the flrst
game versus England we tied, and that was only
after England's goalie fumbled a shot my 3-yl.larold nephew could have stopped. The second
game versus Slovenia we were down 2-0 at halftime and came back to tie it in the second half,
2-2. Both thes~ games represent why a tie in soccer is so much better for the game.
Let's look at the England game ftrst. If we
would have gone into overtime witb England, we
would not have escaped; we were lucky to get one
point. The next game, the U.S. started horribly

Across from Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet

Antiques

Furniture

30,000 sq. feet of shopping

270.761.MALL

270.293.4160

sxc.hu

CRAVE sushi?
Visit Jasmine Thai & Sushi and find out why
people ore in love with our sushi.
If sushi is not your thing, try our tastiest thai,
japanese, and grill cuisines that your soul will
fall in love with.

Murray State head football
coach Chris Hatcher will hold
walk-on tryouts on
Thursday, Aug . 26 at 6 a.m.
Interested students should stop by the
football office, 149 Roy Stewart
Stadium, to sign up and apply.

and let up
two goals.
They had to
work their
tails off to
tie to get
two goals
back
and
still
hold
Slovenia scoreless for 45 more minutes.
These two examples show what makes ties
great: 1) the better teams cannot overlook a weaker team or they might lose full points; it forces
them to play harder instead of looking forward to
the knockout stages where ties are not an option.
and 2) if one ream falters, it still gives them the
chance to make. up for their mistakes, wl1ile still
giving the team that capitalized on the mistakes of
a better team some sort of reward for doing so.
After saying all this, 1 know many people will
never agree any sporting event should end in a
tic, but I say, ·give it a chance.' The group stage of
the World Cup actually represents a total effort of
three games played. At the end of the group stage,
no one remembers whether or not a team tied, but
instead, rather a team moved on to the next
round, and the most accurate way of putting the
best teams in the next round is by relying solely
on the performance of the game, not a shootout or
any part of overtime. Overtin1c only proves who
has better stamina, not who is the better team,
and a shootout is nothing more than a coin Oip.
How can you say that if two teams pJay great for
90 minutes there has to be a winner? Don't forget,
eventually a tournament will crown a winner, but
to evaluate teams completely, ties must be included.
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Freshmen study abroad through new program

National news, gossip sure to spice
up your lunch conversation

Jamie Booth
Staff writer

Informadon and photos from
the Associated Press
CompUed by Charlotte Kyle

.,.

Aerosmlth &oatmaa may Jqe 'Idol'

A source close to ,...-.....,..,..~
Steven Tyler said
the Aerosmitb frontman said be will be a
on
Fox's 1
judge
"American
Idol"
next season.
While an official
announcement
about Tyler bas yet
:''
to come from Fox
and the producers of
the top-rated show, Steven Tyler
the source told The
Associated Press on Wednesday, "there is
no reason to refute" Tyler's account.
The source spoke only on the condition ,
of anonymity because the source was not
authorized to comment publicly on the
matter.
Fox and producers FreemantleMedia
North America and 19 Entertainment had
no comment on the report.
The "Idol" judging panel has been in
flux with the departure of mainstay
Simon Cowell, as well as Ellen
DeGeneres' recent announcement that
she would not return for a second season.
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Seymour, Lysacek to ladle JNIIeaol
Actress Jane Seymour and Olympic
gold-medal f~gute skater Evan Lysacek
are among eight celebrity judges who will
pick the next Miss Universe at a pageant
in Las Vegas.
Pageant officials said Wednesday the
panel also includes actors Chazz
Palminteri and William Baldwin, magician Criss Angel. MSNBC anchor Tamron
Hall, actress Cbynna Phillips, drummer
Sheila E. and supermodel Niki Taylor.
The international beauty contest will
be held Monday at the Mandalay Bay
casino-resort on the Las Vegas Strip.
Poison frontman Bret Michaels and
NBC correspondent Natalie Morales will
host the pageant.
The pageant includes 83 national winners seeking to succeed Miss Universe
Stefania Fernandez of Venezuela.

KID& of Pop video game to featUre 'Bad'
Video game publisher Ubisoft
• announced Wednesday its dancing-andsinging "Michael Jackson: The Experience" game will feature such Jackson hits
as "Bad," "Beat It" and "Billie Jean."
The title is scheduled for release later
this year for the Xbox 360, PlayStation 3
and Wii, as well as the handheld consoles
Nintendo OS and PlayStation Portable.
Other tunes for the game include
"Earth Song," "The Girl Is Mine," "Who Is
It" and "Workin' Day And Night."
' "Michael Jackson: The Experience" will
be among the first to use Kinect and
Move, the new gesture-recognition systems for Xbox 360 and PlayStation 3.
The game's songs were announced at
the Gamescom convention in Cologne,
Germany.

Photo courtesy ol MSU Abroad 101

students water raft In Costa Rica as part of Murray state's Allrold 101 procJram.
Study Abroad office, through his internship.
'1bis was the first time I've traveled out of
the country," Prescott said. "This was an opportunity that 1 couldn't miss. It was a perfect combination of being able to go abroad and being a
leader at the same time."
The main goal of Abroad 101 is to spark students' interest in studying abroad, Prescott said.
"These students are now probably going
study abroad at a later time," he said. "In fact,
many of them are already planning on going
abroad again this year."
Students who study abroad before they enter
college have an advantage over others, Prescott
said.
'1bis is a great opportunity to truly go experience something life-changing before you step

on campus," he said. Mit's an opportunity for students to take a huge jump in their personal
growth and their collegiate growth. Students
also get to do amazing things they don't get to
do and see in the United States."
Abroad 101 plans to expand their program
options next summer by adding a trip to Panama
and two trips to Costa Rica.
This addition will allow for more incoming
freshman to benefit from the program, Prescott
said.
..Here at Murray State we want to offer you
the world," he said. ..Participating in this program is taking full advantage of what we have to
offer."
Contact Booth at jamie.booth@murraystate.

edu.

STARTING THE YEAR OFF RIGHT

Sbepbenl to host 'l1le Newlywed Game'
Sherri Shepherd,
co-host of the daytime talk show "The
View," will )Otn
"The
Newlywed
Game" as host when
it begins its fourth
season on the GSN
channel in November.
"Who .does not
love 'The Newlywed
Game'?'' Shepherd
said
Wednesday.
"I've been a fan since
I was young, when my grandma would
have soap operas on one TV and ·Newlywed Game' on another."
The GSN show, which was previously
hosted by Carnie Wilson, will tape 65
episodes with Shepherd beginning in
September. The season starts Nov.l, with
the show airing 6 p.m. EST Monday
through Friday.
Production on "The Newlywed Game"
is moving from Los Angeles to New York.
where Shepherd tapes ABC's "The View."
She said she doesn't foresee any problem
balancing work on the two daily shows.

Pollee lnvestlpte surgeon's deadly craab
Police are investigating the accident
that killed celebrity plastic surgeon Dr.
Frank Ryan, including whether texting or
tweeting may have played a role.
"We tlaven't confirmed anything
regarding the cause of the collision," California Highway Patrol officer Steve Reid
said Wednesday, adding that detectives
are "looking into several factors, including texting and (tweeting) that may have
played a role in the accident."
Police say the doctor's 1995 Jeep Wrangler went off the side of Pacific Coast
Highway near Malibu and landed on its
roof Monday afternoon. The crash was
first reported at 4:34 p.m. by a motorist
who witnessed the accident, Reid said.
Ryan, 50, made headlines for performing multiple surgeries on reality TV star
Heidi Montag late last year.

This summer, Murray State's Abroad 101 program gave incoming freshmen the opportunity
to receive college credit and make new friends
while touring the rainforests of Costa Rica.
Abroad 101 gave Catherine WilsoJl, freshman
from Murray, her first opportwiity to leave the
country. She decided to join the program when
she heard about it at Summer Orientation and
realized the potential traveling abroad would
have on her career.
"I've always wanted to travel and I was really
interested in the trip because I want to eventually teach English in other countries," she said.
· The program required the freshmen to take a
three-hour class, which included a paper, a presentation and journal entries, Wilson said.
"The class was really intended to give us a feel
for studying abroad," she said.
Wilson said the trip introduced her to a different culture, with a new outlook on life.
"This trip really showed me what to appreciate in life," she said. "I was able to get a good
feel for the culture. 1 am now more interested in
the world around me and I realized that things
are different everywhere you go."
Wilson said her favorite part of the trip was
getting to know the other students and having
time set aside for personal activities.
"At night we got to go out and hang out and
get to know each other without leaders being
there,'' she said. "It was really cool just to being
able to get out and experience it."
The week-long program offers many benefits
to incoming freshman, Wilson said, including
new friends and adventures.
"I was able to meet people before I even came
to school and we still stay in touch," she said.
"Also, we did so many cool things like white
water raftipg and zip lining."
Wilson said she encourages all freshmen to
participate in the program, especially those
interested in studying abroad later in college.
"Everyone should go," Wilson said. "It's a
good all around experience for anyone to do
something out of the normal, everyday experience."
Adam Prescott, senior from Henderson, Ky.,
acted as a group leader for the 30 students that
participated. He got involved in the program,
sponsored by the Office of Recruitment and the

Another school year is In full swing and what better way to start it off than by savincJ time.
moneyand space? In order to getthe most oUt'ofa colfi!Qe expenence, Students must 11J8ke
the most out of il Here are some tips to start your year off rfQhl

Alma Taylor
Staff writer

1

Photo court{'Sy oi studentho~cksxom

Stay organized
Because residential collf9e rooms provide students
with limited room. space manaQefllfflt Is crucial. Students must be oroanlzed so space Is not wasted.

Photo oourtesy ui sheknow~.com

File photo

Use the University's
on-campus facilities
Manac)ino time Is a huoe responsibility for every col-

le9e student. Meetlno deadlines and maklno sure tasks
are oettino done Is somethlnQ students face each day.
luckily, Murray State's campus provides students with
facilities to help oet the tasks completed on time.

Be a penny pincher
The phrase "broke collecje student" is ud often In
collec)e town. Murray Is no exception. With tuition,
meal plans, houslno, textbooks and personal expenses,
one rarely finds a student with a wallet full of cash.
luckily, there are ways to save 1 few bills.

1

1. In order to oet the most out of a room, students can
invest in storaoe containers. Totes and containers can
hold shoes. out of season clothlnQ and other necessl·
ties.

t. The Lowry Center (located next to PoQue Ubrary) 1. Buy used textbooks or rent them. AlthouQh still pricey.
offers students tutortno for oeneral education classes. used textbooks are cheaper than new ones.

2. Bed risers create more room under beds. These usually run around 10 dollars for a set of four.

With the Lowry Center, students In each major are willlno to tutor other students. Brlno textbooks and hard
copies when needed.

3. By addlno a curtain to your closet. visitors see less
personal space and rooms seem cleaner.
4. Shoe containers save floor space. By purchasino a
shoe container that ooes under a bed, there will be less
shoe clutter in the room.

5. Addino personaHty to a room is also crucial. Hano
posters and photos on the walls with thumbtacks. Avoid
uslno nails to hanQ decorations with because charoes
are added to student accounts If the wall damaQes are
too much.

2. Each residential colleQe has multiple study tounoes.
Before a bkJ exam, a study lounQe Is beneficial because
it provides silence and sometimes privacy. Use It for
studyino or homework time.
3. Take advantaoe of the libraries. Waterfield library has
sources that are oreat for research and oroup assignments. Students can also check out laptops.
4. Don't have a computer? Visit a computer lab on campus. Aside from Waterfield Ubrary, White and Hart resi·
dential collec)es each have a computer lab.

2. Tab actvantaoe of meal plans. Winslow Dinino Hall
offers a wide variety of foods and Is open an day.
Instead of us1no cash on fast food or orocertes. use your
meal plan. Remember that meal plans •e not refunded
at the end of the semester.
3. Keep up with what Is purchased. Money tends to disappear In colleoe so by keeplno tabs on how money is
spent and where It Is spent It Is less likely to do so. SavIno receipts is never a bad Idea.
4. Drive less. Invest In a QOOd bicycle, walk or use Racer
Routes. MUITIV State's campus Is dose tOQtther and It
only takes a student 10 to 15 minutes to Qet from one
side of campus to the other on foot

t
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Movie Review

Setting TV goals
1

'Scott Pilgrim' levels up entire industry

As your loyal TV
columnist for the past
year it pains me to
admit this, but I feel it
is important to keep
full writer-reader trust
in tact.
Here goes nothing:
I have been slacking
on my television
Charlotte responsibilities.
Kyle
Somewhere along
Features Editor the way work got in
the way of "The
Office.'' life kept me from watching
"Life" Con DVD, because the show was
canceled years ago) and the crazy thing
known as the real world had me forgetting to tunc into "The Real World."
(That last one is a lie, as I would prob·
ably not watch "The Real World" anyway. It was good back in season nine, but
nowadays I just can't handle it,)
Luckily every slacker can get a second
chance and as I prepare for the start of
the fall television season - a time of
magic and wonder, no doubt - I will
share with you my list of goals. They
aren't long-term, as nothing in TV is, but
I hope they will get me through this funk.

1

Assistant Features Editor Cody
Arant writt'S the ll](Wie reviews.
If my brain mnde movies when
it's around 7:30 In the morning and
I haven't slept in two or three days
then those movies would want to be
"Scott 'P ilgrim vs. The World" when
they grew up.
I need to get somt:thing out of the
way up front. While I'm a huge fan
of comics, as regular readers will
know <Hi. Mom), I have to admit
that I've never actually read "Scott
Pilgrim." It's definitely very much
on my list now, though. So if you're
a big fan of the books ami were
expecting a delineation of the differences between the two, TFB
nerd. For the purposes of this
review, we're going to firmly stick
to the movie.
"Scott Pilgrim vs. The World,"
for those of you who managed to
avoid sedng even the trailer, is
about Scott Pilgrim (Michael Cera,
"Superbad"), an unemployed, disaffected 20-something who falls for a
girl named Ramona Jilowcrs (Mary
Elizabeth Winstead>. Jn order to
date Ramona. Scott must defeat her
seven evil exes. The film is based
on a series of digest-sized black and
white comics by Brian Lee O'Malley
and available from Oni Press.
I went into this movie with
incredibly low expectations. Judging from the trailer, 1 was convinced the movie was going to fall
into a classic tmp and try too hard
to be hip. I have to admit, l was
blown away.
"Scott Pilgrim vs. The World" is a
love-letter to a multimedia generation. It manages to flawlessly blend
elements from a ton of media. It
works hard to maintain the comic
feel, with large, visible onomatopoeia, a trademark of the
medium. It utilizes elements from a
plethora of video game genres.
from 2-D fighting games to 8-bit
RPGs. It even infuses the intimate
feel of the indie music scene into a
handful of seqm•nccs.
However, the movie never makes
the mistake of feeling like a sloppy
hodgepodge of elements. It could
have easily stra}·cu be)'O~ .that
invisible line and felt like a lazy
handful of references slapped
together. Instead, it managed to
blend them to create a coherent

1) Catch up on NBC Thursdays
This one is fairly self-explanatory. I'm
behind on some of my favorite shows.
Somewhere in the middle of the season I
was distracted, so I must return to "Parks
and Recreation," "The Office" and "30
Rock" before they grace me with their
presences once more. Speaking of...

18) Add •community' Into the mix
There was no actual reason I didn't
Photo murtesy of :~llmovlt•phuto.com I
start watching it, but after seeing Donald
Scott Pilorfmpulls a fatality moments after taklno at least four levels In badass, maklno all that orlndlno totally worth it.
Glover in "Mystery Team," there is every
reason for me start now.
tie bit of text at the top of the next
world with its own set of rules.
one, but it was practically tailor- 1
By "every reason," of course, I mean
page announcing the passage of
The movie is visually stunning.
made for me.
Donald Glover. Some might say that is
time. This typically doesn't trans··scott Pilgrim vs. The World" is
The action sequences are beautifulonly one reason, but you clearly have not
late well to movies. "Scott Pilgrim"
ly executed and pack a very viscerrated PG-13 for stylized violence., seen how fantastic he is.
proves to be an exception.
sexual content, language nnd drug
al punch. The combat is generally
very elaborately choreographed,
This is at least partially because
references and has a runtime of U2
2) Give new shows a cballce!
of the choice of director, namely
minutes.
but it doesn't feel it. Instead, it
I didn't pick up many new series last
Edgar Wright, aka the guy who
Contact Arant at cody.arant@
flows quite logically from blow to
year. I don't know If they weren't intermurraystate.edu.
blow. The effects blend onodirected "Shaun of the Dead" and
esting or I just didn't care, but it was
"Hot Fuzz." In both of those films,
matopoeia from comics with
probably a little of both.
lifebars and experience totals from
be makes excellent use of fast,
This year I need to just try things out.
quick-cut transitions to speed
video games. This doesn't mean staMaybe ABC's "No Ordinary Family" to
through mundane or boring
tic shots, either. The characters will
replace "Heroes," and The CW's "Hellmoments. That style makes a return
battle literally through the sound
cats" to give me my "Bring .It On" fix.
effects, smashing them as well as
in "Scott Pilgrim," and it flourishes.
All in all, it's difficult to put this
the environment.
3) Give other shows a chance, too
movie into words. lt is very mul:h a
These sequences are interThis category mostly refers to "Glee"
visual experience that breaks a lot
spersed with more introspective
at the moment. When episodes air I feel
of rules to carve out a unique niche.
moments of character develop·
like the only person on my Twitter feed
Zero 1-Ups: Save your cash
ment However the-film av.oids
l ts hlenil oLclcmcnts r.llat pll comt•
ngb,-.;omplete~ engrossed in crazy_ .
One l•Up: Oniy-ifyou're bored
from things that I love anyway and
ever getting bogged down. It moves
singing high smoot antics.
Two 1-Ups: Wait for the rental
its interesting plot and characters
from moment to moment in a very
Before I groan and make fun of them or
Three 1-Ups: See it immediately
comic-esque manner. Transitions
make it an instant classic to me. It
cheer and join them I need to actually sit
Four 1-Ups: A future classic
may not necessarily be FOR everyin comics are often a matter of a litdown and watch this show. I'll try to go
in with an open mind, but there is a part
of my brain (i.e. the logical part) which
refuses to believe it's so good it deserves
19 Emmy nominations.
I suppose "Modern Family" also falls
into this category. Basically I devote this
section to any show which has survived a
year on television without getting axed.
Yes, these are apparently my standards
for good television nowadays.

ecce

Editor's pick

DYDs
...

4) Watch more guilty pleasure sho ws
Every so often I'll catch an episode of
"The Secret Life of the American Teenager'' or "Pretty Little Liars" and I'll think.
"Wow, this is pretty bad." Then I can't
seem to look away. I admit that every so
often I like to turn my brain off and enjoy
the bad. but I don't do it enough. In an
effort to improve my snark, I must ·Continue watching the mock-worthy shows.
Contact Kyle at charlotte.kyle@
murraystate.edu.

Phoeo cCJUf'leSy of fPicmafla.com

Typically. bel119 an excellent liar lhd oood It

~I CfVWd Qels you called I sodopltb

or polltldln. On EplcMafll, It oets you called ateet
end. Eplcllafla allows pllvers to play the classic

• ...Lost The final Season·
• "Survival of the Dead"
• lhe Back·up Plan"

party oame online and tracks their ct111Uiatlve
score. Cbec:k I out at eplcmlfia.eorn.
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Available at all Ticketmaster Outlets, ticketmaster.com,
800-7 45-3000, Life Way Christian Store
&New Life Christian Store
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Download posters and WIN tickets, meet & greets, custom guitars and more, log on to LMGCONCERTS.COM
or check out our Facebook Page @ facebook.com/LMGConcerts
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